
Van Gogh's workshop

Name Van Gogh's workshop

Description

We start our trip with a visit

1- A tour of Kamal’s Taif rose factory - watching traditional distillation methods

and how to make perfumes from these roses. Roses are collected from farms

and pumped into rose distilleries and perfumes are extracted. It is also known

that Taif roses are the most expensive types of perfumes in the world.

2- Visit Dammath Resort, which is in the nature of heritage details that blend

for you the present of Taif and the authenticity of the past of our ancestors - an

activities section for children and the desert - archery - waterfalls - mountain

sessions - small tents - a coffee shop that serves drinks of the past - and

popular and modern dishes. And watching the animals - and the horse stable,

where everyone can enjoy watching the horses in addition to handling them

and photographing, with the possibility of riding horses - watching the Bedouin-

Arab sessions, group games and activities.

Enjoying the desert nature, the authenticity of the past, and enjoying the

picturesque landscapes

Duration 12 - hour

Maximum

per group
100

Minimum

per group
1

City Taif



What's

included

Wild host on the bus

Snacks + lunch

Cold and hot drinks

Entrance fees to Kamal Taif Rose Factory

Entering Dammath Resort - at the last tent

Transportation - modern, air-conditioned buses

What\'s not

included

Itineraries

Day1

Departing from Jeddah and Mecca to Taif

10:00 Duration (45 minutes) Gather at the meeting point (bus) at Yasmine Mall

Passing through Mecca, Al-Rajhi Mosque, Friday prayers, and taking subscribers to Mecca

01:00 Duration (two hours) Departure to Taif for a tourist tour

15:00 Duration (one hour) Arrival to Al Kamal Taif Rose Factory

17:00 Duration (one hour) Arrival to Dammath Khima Al Madi Resort

17:50 Duration (two hours) The World of Van Gogh

18:00 Duration (3 hours): Lunch, a tour of the resort, and group games

21:45 Duration (and a quarter of an hour) Gathering at the meeting point (bus)

01:00 Duration (one hour) arrival in Jeddah

Price 1 Saudi riyal
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